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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

 

The court reporting industry is experiencing a crisis nationwide. Increased demand for 
professional court reporters, significant retirement rates and low enrollment rates led 
industry experts to predict a critical shortage of more than 5,500 reporters nationwide.  
 
The shortage is real and the demand for court reporters now exceeds the supply across the 
United States creating substantial opportunities for those seeking a professional career, 
significant earning potential, and a secure future!  
 
Patricia A. Falls’ mission is a simple one:  To provide our students with the best, most cost-
effective career training available today in our industry. PAFsteno.com is an online training 
program run by NCRA credentialed instructors, experienced court reporters, and industry 
experts. We offer a range of programs, including deposition or freelance reporting, CART, 
Broadcast Captioning, Scoping and Legal Transcription.  
 
In addition to state-of-the-art training, each student benefits from personalized coaching 
and mentoring throughout Theory, Speed Building, Internship, and beyond! We teach 
prospective court reporters how to write machine shorthand (stenography), grammar and 
punctuation for the spoken word, legal and medical terminology, the use of CAT (computer 
aided transcription) software, as well as the best practices and procedures followed on the 
job as a court reporter in a variety of business and legal settings.  
 
Other avenues of employment for trained stenographic writers include data entry and 
scoping, editing and proofreading.  Acquiring the speeds associated with machine 
shorthand give transcriptionists a significant productivity advantage over a regular typist.   
Scopists are trained to read machine shorthand, and how to use the same type of software 
that court reporters use.  Scopists generally work from home editing and proofreading the 
transcripts generated by court reporters out in the field. 
 
 If you’d like to learn more about the many career opportunities court reporting training 
provides, email us at PFalls@PAFsteno.com. 

 
 
 
 

 “Learn a career for a Lifetime” 
 


